**Title and Code of Course:**
Introduction to Social Network Analysis: Theoretical Basics and Applications

**Instructor’s Name:** Prof. Dr. Gábor L. PÉLI

**Instructor’s Email Address:** peli.gabor.lajos@kre.hu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Credit Point Value:</th>
<th>Number of Lessons per Week:</th>
<th>Type of Course:</th>
<th>Method of Evaluation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seminar ☒ Lecture ☐</td>
<td>Oral Examination ☐ In-Class Presentation ☒ Other ☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Course Description:**

Networks have always been omnipresent in societies. But their importance and visibility have tremendously increased with the dawn of the Internet and online social media. Understanding the emergence and functioning of social networks is a major challenge for the social sciences, as well as for policy-makers.

Studying social networks usually involves a variety of social science disciplines including sociology, economics, political science, psychology and anthropology. Network science has solid mathematical foundations upon which large-scale empirical research can be built. But fortunately, its basics are also accessible for social science students. Acquiring this knowledge enables to understand a broad range of the network phenomena that influence our daily lives.

The course provides an introduction to network studies. It gives a solid understanding on the network basics. A SPECIAL EMPHASIS IS GIVEN TO DISCUSS THE FIT BETWEEN THEORY AND REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS WITH STUDENTS. How do different effects – like contagious diseases, hypes, gossips, opinions – spread on networks? How do we close ourselves into ‘information bubbles’, and with which methods can fresh information penetrate these bubbles? Occupying which network positions give extra power for the incumbents and which network nodes are peripheral in importance?

The seminars fall into two types. In one, crucial theoretical basics are communicated, followed by the joint discussion of examples and applications. During the other seminar type, students present influential network papers assigned to them by the tutor at the first class. The presentations are followed be the tutor’s update and joint discussion.
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